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FALL 2019 MEMS 411
Mechanical Engineering Design Project

ASME Design Challenge
Assignment: Design Refinement

Group V
CHERNAUSKAS, Alex
DORSEY, Mitch
LIN, Zach
REMMERS, Alex

Our project was to build a robot that will stack 4” x 1.5” x 1.75” paper boxes into a tower. It
was originally the ASME design challenge and involved a folding portion to the machine, however
we wanted to create a complex stacking method that would be visually appealing, so with the time
constraints we decided to focus on the stacking portion alone. The general idea was to design a
repeatable stacking process that could be carried out by as small a set of mechanisms as possible
while still following the ASME design constraints [50 x 50 cm bounding box, no mechanical part
higher than 50 cm, etc]. With this being said, a good portion of our design process was spent on the
folding mechanism which is why many parts of this report may seem unrelated to the final product,
but hopefully the design process is visible.

1

Existing Devices

These following devices or methods provide unique ways of performing similar folding tasks
relevant that are relevant to our ASME design challenge.
1.0.1

Existing Device #1: Modular Origami

Figure 1: Modular Origami (Source: Instructables)

Link: https://www.instructables.com/id/Modular-Origami-Swan/
Description: Modular origami is the practice of manipulating paper in a way so that it can be
intertwined and linked with consecutive congruent pieces to create a larger, fuller image. This
specific example shows each paper piece subjected to cuts and folds to produce a tightly knit
triangular shape. Embedded into the design are two narrow slits in which provide the anchoring of
the next piece. The entirety of the shape can be manipulated into different objects based upon the
construction of the pieces together in different patterns or structures.
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1.0.2

Existing Device #2: MBM Friction Manual Paper Folder

Figure 2: MBM Friction Manual Paper Folder (Source: Amazon)

Link: https://www.amazon.com/MBM-MBM207M-MBM208J-Tabletop-Letter/dp/B00EZWX7X6?ref_
=Oct_TopRatedC_12900731_0&pf_rd_p=8c50dd7a-968a-5e94-a32b-22970461e114&pf_rd_s=merchandised
pf_rd_t=101&pf_rd_i=12900731&pf_rd_m=ATVPDKIKX0DER&pf_rd_r=64F2BC2F0W89Q060TTPC&pf_
rd_r=64F2BC2F0W89Q060TTPC&pf_rd_p=8c50dd7a-968a-5e94-a32b-22970461e114
Description: The MBM Friction Manal Paper Folder is a high-tech automatic paper folder. This
design is able to adjust for various sizes and shapes of paper, along with varying weights and types
of paper. The process involves a function to adjust for customizable folds as well. To use the
adjustable functions of the machine, a 4-digit-counter touch control panel is embedded within the
device for simple and easy use. The supply of paper can be from a large number of sheets simply
placed on the intake stand and, according to the adjustment folding mechanism, relays the sheets
through the device and out into a fold-out stand for the end results of the paper.
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1.0.3

Existing Device #3: Manual Laundry Folder

Figure 3: Manual Laundry Folder (Source: Rovtop Tech)

Link: http://www.rovtop-tech.com/product/rovtop-13-in-1-clothes-folder-shirt-folding-board-adjustablelaundry-folder-and-2-packs-laundry-wash-bags-and-10-pcs-wooden-clips/
Description: The laundry folder is a clever device made for a massively simplified process about
folding your laundry. The concept is quite simple and is composed of a fully connected six rectangular sections that can fold any which way to fold clothes easily. The design leaves the rings
that connect the sections adjustable, to both, fold the clothing item tighter and thinner but to also
adjust for larger pieces of clothing. The device is also designed to include any type of clothing item
as it can be manipulated for short and long-sleeve shits and pants alike.

1.1
1.1.1

Patents
J. R. Petre: Flatwork Folding Means
(US2900185A)

This patent is for an invention from The American Laundry Machinery Company in Cincinnati,
Ohio (filed Jan. 31, 1955)). The invention was compatible with all sorts of laundered articles:
”diapers, towels, and handkerchiefs, although the invention is not necessarily limited to articles of
this size”. The object of the invention was to be the first folding machine to provide means for
creating two folds from a ”single stroke of a folding member”. It can create two types of double
folds, a right angle fold in which the corners meet and a parallel fold in which the folded edges line
up.
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Figure 4: Patent Images for Flatwork Folding Means

1.1.2

Paper Feeder for a Printer
(US4844638A)

This patent is from 1989 and its purpose was to prevent double sheet feeding which can clog
the printer and lead to wear on the friction pads and paper dust being left inside the machine.
Therefore, to assure that only one sheet of paper is fed through the printer at a time the friction
pads were replaced by a paper separator roller that is limited in its rotation to one direction and a
predetermined maximum angle.
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Figure 5: Patent Images for Paper Feeder

1.2
1.2.1

Codes
NEMA SEM (S1-2018)

This NEMA standard states that reducing the energy use in motor driven systems is the best
place to increase energy savings instead of regulating motor components. This will be kept in
mind when identifying a power supply to power the five motors used in this project. Therefore, by
minimizing the power input necessary for each motor, the system will be optimized for the ASME
design challenge.

1.3

Customer Interview

Interviewee: Stephen Mumford
Location: Jolley basement, Washington University in St. Louis, Danforth Campus
Date: September 6th , 2019
Setting: The interview was mostly spent asking questions to clarify ASME design challenge rules.
We spent a small amount of time brainstorming ideas over the shape of the paper tower and how
it can be built from the top down, but with the strict competition rules it was more important to
understand the boundaries. The interview was conducted more as a discussion which helped the
three teams agree on certain interpretations of the rules. It took ∼45 min.
Interview Notes:
From where do they measure the height of the paper tower?
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– They measure from the floor, so if we build it top down with a raising platform we can add
on 50cm to however tall of a paper tower we can create.
Does the process have to be fully automated?
– No, you are allowed to do automation but that could be difficult. You can use a joystick,
keyboard, etc, but you cannot touch the tower.
Are there any points for complexity of design or stacking process?
– Not for the design challenge, but we would like to see you try to stretch your boundaries.
1.3.1

Interpreted User Needs
Table 1: Interpreted Customer Needs

Need Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Need
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

device is easy to transport
device is fast at building the tower
device builds very tall towers
device builds sturdy towers
device operates normally after repeated uses
device passes ASME design challenge regulations
device’s battery lasts for a long time

Importance
3
3
4
3
4
5
2

The prototype must fit inside a 50 x 50 x 50 cm box (ASME regulation), therefore it must be
somewhat portable. And though the height of the tower is the most important aspect, strength
and stacking speed are also important. The device will be placed in a bracket style competition, so
it must be consistent and withstand repeated uses. It also must, of course, pass the ASME design
challenge regulations. Which are linked here [https://efests.asme.org/EFests/media/public/
resources/2020_SDC-Competition-Rules.pdf]. Finally, battery life is important, but once we
find how long we need to fold the tower we can easily recharge or replace batteries when needed.
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1.4

Design Metrics
Table 2: Target Specifications

Metric
Number

Associated
Needs

1
2
3

1
1,6
2,5,7

4
5

4,6
5

6
7

2,3
2,3,4

1.5

Metric

Units

Acceptable

Ideal

Total weight
Total volume
Number of towers built in a single
charge
Maximum weight the tower can hold
Number of times to raise platform
before malfunction
Time to build 1.5 m tower
Pieces of paper required to build 1.5
m tower

lb
cm3

< 10
< 125 ∗ 103
2

<7
< 100 ∗ 103
5

kg

0.5
> 100

0.8
> 250

minutes

<5
< 20

<3
< 15

Project Management

The Gantt chart in Figure 6 gives an overview of the project schedule.
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Aug

Sep

26

2

9

Oct

16 23 30

7

14 21 28

Design Report
Problem Understanding
Concept Generation
Concept Selection
Concept Embodiment
Design Refinement
Peer Report Grading
Prototypes
Mockup
Proofs of Concept
Initial Prototype
Initial Prototype Demo
Final Prototype
Final Prototype Demo
Prototype Expo
Presentations
Critical Design Review
Final Presentation
Figure 6: Gantt chart for design project
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Nov
4

11 18 25

Dec
2

2

Concept Generation
2.1

Mockup Prototype

For our project we focused on making two kinds of prototypes. The first was a concept of how
we would fold the paper to form a shape that would provide the necessary strength and rigidity to
build the tower. The second was a folding mechanism to generate an idea of how we wanted to fold
the paper.
For the folding mechanism, we took inspiration from the laundry board. The reasoning behind
this was that we thought that this would create a sharp crease in the paper and allow for the easiest
folding. It would not be very difficult to fold a piece over with this method using a small motor,
allowing it to be done relatively quickly. We built it out of a piece of fiberboard that was cut along
the lines that we wanted to fold it along.

Figure 7: Cuts Made for Folding

Over top we attached a few pieces of paper to keep the fiberboard aligned with the pieces next
to it. This would also provide a secondary benefit in that it would help to make the creases flatter.
It also allowed parallel sections to be moved together or separately, depending on their positioning.
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Figure 8: Fold of 1 Section

Figure 9: Fold of 3 Sections

The actual shape of the folds was much more difficult. We spent a considerable amount of time
researching origami shapes to find one that we could modify with cuts to make it relatively efficient
to fold. Our main concept was a box, created with four cuts that would allow the long side of the
box to be folded into the short side, increasing rigidity. It is not our final design, however it should
be a good base.
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2.2

Function Tree

Figure 10: Function Tree for ASME Tower Challenge
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2.3

Morphological Chart

Figure 11: Morphological Chart for ASME Tower Challenge
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2.4
2.4.1

Alternative Design Concepts
The Box

Solutions from morph chart:
1. Platform
2. Boxes
3. Arm
4. Fully autonomous
5. Exact
6. Moving walls

Figure 12: Sketches of Various Designs for Subsystems

My small drawings are for individual aspects of our system. These would then be combined into
the drawing shown below.
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Figure 13: Overall Design for The Box

My main drawing uses a platform approach, being built in a box that then has a platform that
can be raised or lowered with a scissor lift. I chose this due to the solid base and ease of making
a scissor mechanism. To start the paper’s journey, it begins in a paper tray and is moved with
a mechanism similar to that of a printer. This moves it to the cutting tray, which would use an
exact-o knife approach to score and cut the paper. This cut sheet would then be pushed into the
folding mechanism. This would be designed similarly to a laundry board, and would fold the boxes
into origami rectangles. The would then be pushed onto the platform below, where they would be
placed with a hydraulic cylinder. Once the row was completed, the vacuum plates would push onto
the boxes and pick up the tower, allowing new boxes to be placed beneath. All of this would be
done autonomously, as a joysick would not be repeatable enough for our application.
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2.4.2

The Paper Stacker 5000

Figure 14: Sketches of Various Designs for Subsystems

The concept that I went with was a simple box housing that contains all of the mechanisms
to manipulate the paper inside. The placement arm is centrally located so that it can reach all
areas of the box, as well as being extendable to allow for greater dexterity of the arm. The folding
mechanism is a simple design made of wood that the paper will be placed on to and secured with
clamps. Each separate piece of the folding mechanism will be connected to hinges that will fold each
section of the paper. The lifting platform raises the tower so that each new section can be placed
underneath. The cutting mechanism will consist of a retractable razor-blade connected to a rail. It
will be driven back and forth along this rail by a motor that sits inside the same housing where as
the razor-blade. The battery will be a 12 volt car battery that is connected to a power distribution
unit, where all the power stems from. Finally, the device will be controlled by a controller, either
a joystick or possibly a game console controller.
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2.4.3

The Cube

Figure 15: Preliminary Concept Designs

Solutions from morph chart:
1. Stationary on the Ground
2. Modular Origami
3. Individual
4. Control
5. Small Punctures / No Cutting
6. Tower Placed Directly on Platform
Description The structure that I based my designs off of is a modular pyramidal origami structure.
As seen in the images, in each corner of the base will be a small puncture in which the tips of the
next iteration of pyramids can be placed and secured inside. This corner punctures can be used if we
hope to expand the base of the structure in a top-down pattern. There’s also an additional singular
puncture in the very center so if desired we can have the structure maintain the same size in the x
and y plane with only the height of the tower rising. To create these individual pyramids, the paper
will be placed so that the paper is held secure against a wall, which a rigid pre-made pyramid of
material like wood can rotate round to construct the sides. Next a folding design will rotate around
the excess paper to construct the bottom, which pokers in a spring system can poke the holes when
16

prompted. The platform design is one that can slide in all dimensions through pre-planted tracks
designed to fit gear teeth. Tracks will be laid close to the four edges of the platform and two on
opposing sides that are vertical. Attached will be servo motors that can adjust the platform in any
which way to move around and place the structure and individual pyramids in any position.This
design then provides the ability for a control panel to move the platform in all directions because
of the motors attached and when placing a new pyramid, the platform can simply be raised to fit
into the proper hole.
2.4.4

Tower Bot

Figure 16: Preliminary sketches of Tower Bot Concept
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Figure 17: Final sketch of Tower Bot concept

Solutions from morph chart:
1. Uses rollers to interface with the ground
2. Folds boxes to build tower
3. Separate Controller with 5 buttons
4. Pulley mechanism for raising platform
5. No Cutting of Paper
6. Placement area used to keep tower together
Description: This design concept uses an external approach of building the tower by relegating a
repetitive and simple folding mechanism to the inside of the Tower Bot. Boxes are the simplest to
stack and also lift, though they require more folds, a simplified design would be used to optimize
between speed and stability. Because the bot must be able to move and place the boxes, it is
equipped with rollers and a raising platform in order to arrange the layers and place the already
folded and stacked layers on top. This is a top-down style of folding, which seems to be the only
way to build a tower tall enough to complete the challenge. I also decided not to add a cutting
mechanism as it can be very unpredictable with paper and keeping the paper intact will hopefully
allow for better stability. The two final, essential mechanisms are the trap door and the folder. The
trapdoor and folder are combined into a piston box that pushes curved rods through the walls in
order to achieve the folding arc of folding flaps. I believe I will only need 6 different buttons on a
controller and a joystick to achieve a strong tower, this will hopefully keep build times low. The
6 buttons include 3 different layer sizes, a trap door button, a button to raise the platform, and a
button to lower the platform. The joystick would be for controlling the bot and thus placing the
boxes.
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3

Concept Selection
3.1

Selection Criteria

Figure 18: Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) to determine scoring matrix weights

3.2

Concept Evaluation

Figure 19: Weighted Scoring Matrix (WSM) for choosing between alternative concepts
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3.3

Evaluation Results

Based on the Weighted Scoring Matrix, the design that achieved all of the criteria the best was
the Box. This was expected as we chose the Box as our reference because it seemed to have the best
chance of achieving most of the criteria. Since it was the reference, it was initially given a 3 for all
the criteria (the rank for tower height was lowered to 1, this is explained later in this paragraph)
so that the other concept scores can be based off of it. For the portability criterion, the Paper
Stacker 5000 and the Collector were rated the same as the Box because all three are enclosed in a
similar square-cube package. The Tower Bot was rated slightly higher (at 4) because the addition
of wheels would make the setup easier. For the ease-of-use criterion, the Box was rated higher than
the rest because the moving parts were more constrained in their motion, creating less uncertainty.
For stacking speed, the Box tied for the highest score with the Collector because both utilize a
similar platform technique for stacking the layers. The Paper Stacker 5000 would be extremely
slow due to the placement arm and the Tower Bot’s pushing and scooping method would also be
very inefficient. For the tower strength criterion, the Box achieves this the best by keeping the
necessary forces and movement on the tower to a minimum. The Paper Stacker 5000 has too much
uncertainty from the placement arm which could result in uneven layering and thus weak support.
The Tower Bot’s method of building the tower requires pushing the tower and picking it up, both
are very difficult processes to complete without shifting the tower. The Collector also suffers from
uncertainty and stability problems because the platform translates in both the X and Y directions.
For the tower height criterion, the Box was switched from a reference value of 3 to a 1. This is
because the design’s method for raising the tower does not appear to work. It does not include
any part to hold the uncompleted tower, so the method of stacking is unclear. Finally, for the
complexity of the folding mechanism, the Box was rated slightly higher than the rest for its tilting
mechanism and folding board, it is more streamline and also clear on how all the parts would move
together to achieve a fold.

3.4

Engineering Models/Relationships

Model 1: Column Buckling Strength
Our first model is on the crushing strength of columns and how we can get an idea of the strength
these boxes can provide our tower. This is a large part of the criteria that we will be graded on, so
this information is invaluable. The overall model we will use is shown below.
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Figure 20: Diagram of a fixed-free column [1]

According to Mechanicalc.com Our model is fixed free, as the bottom of our tower will be held in
by short walls, preventing them from moving further [1]. The top will have no way of being held,
instead being allowed to move. The value of 2 shown below is the effective length factor, K. To
calculate the correct yield strength, one first needs to find the slenderness factor with the equation
below.

Figure 21: Slenderness ratio equation [1]

If this slenderness ratio is less than the transition slenderness ratio, the we can use Euler’s formula
to find the critical stress at failure. In the case of our tower, it will be very slender so Euler’s is
appropriate

Figure 22: Euler’s Formula [1

K is the slenderness ratio, E is the young’s modulus, L is the column length and r is the radius
of gyration. This formula can be used to solve for our theoretical maximum yield stress. We would
use the thickness of the paper multiplied by the size of the sides and the number of folds to find
the cross sectional area. To find the radius of gyration one can simply take the square root of the
moment of inertia over the cross sectional area [1].
Model 2: Structural Rigidity of Blocks with Different Dimensions
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Our second model has to do with the geometry of the building blocks that we will use. We want
to minimize the amount of deformation that we get in each block, because even a small amount of
deformation can cause a moment that will cause the tower to tip.

Figure 23: 3 View and Isometric View of Building Block

If we apply a load P = ¡0, -P, 0¿ at (b/2, L/2, h), the beam will bend as a function of area
moment of inertia, I, beam length, L, and the elastic modulus of the material, E. The deformation
in the middle of the beam is given by
∆y =

P L3
48EI

[2]

In our design, it is critical that we maximize the stiffness of the building blocks in order to decrease
any deflection (i.e. make ∆y as small as possible). To do this, we can minimize L, maximize E,
or maximize I. Due to the limitations on our building material, E is not a parameter that we can
change. This means that we are left with L and I. To have a structurally sound tower, we must
ensure that the base is wide enough so the tower is stable and does not tip under its own weight.
We also want the base of the tower to be square, so that stacking is simplified. This means that
L = 2b or b = L/2. With this, we can use the formula for area moment of inertia,
I=

1 3
bh
12

[2]

where b and h are the width and height, respectively, of the building block. If we use our relationship
between b and L, we can plug in for b in the area moment of inertia equation. We can then plug
the equation for I into our deflection equation to get
∆y =

P L3
48E

1
1 L 3
h
12 2

=

P L3
2Eh3

Solving for h, we can get the height as a function of the length, given by
s

h=

3

P L3
2E∆y
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With these parameters and equations, we can start to understand the relationships between the
geometry of our blocks and the structural rigidity of our building blocks.
Model 3: Angle Alignment
The third model will be judging the angle at which we need as a minimum in order for our
completed structures to slide into place after folding is completed. There’s a threshold we must
pass so that the paper doesn’t stick to the surface, however, we must also be wary of overshooting
this angle and giving the structure too much kinetic energy and potentially falling out of an upright
position.
A very important factor will be the coefficient of friction of paper, specifically the coefficient of
static friction. In order for our completed structure to successfully start moving, the structure must
create a large enough angle so that the gravitational pull will be greater than the force created from
friction. The equation for the frictional force is
F = umg ∗ cos(θ)
where u is the static coefficient of friction, which from our source [3] is defined to be 0.3341, m is
the mass of paper, g is gravity, and theta is the angle. In order to create enough enough downward
pull, a gravitational force will pull the opposite direction of the friction force defined by:
P = mg ∗ sin(θ)
P is the force ”Pulling” it downwards, and the other variables are the same as before. A diagram
describing the situation can be seen below:

Figure 24: Diagram of a Geometry and Forces on Paper Structure

These relationships then present us with a working model to give us an estimated theta value that
will allow our structures to slide into place without any problems and to ensure a smooth working
mechanism.
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3.5
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4

Concept Embodiment
4.1

Initial Embodiment

Our initial prototype is composed of three main mechanism components: the rotation of the base
platform of the tower, the lowering and raising of a central platform that creates an ability for
top-down construction of our tower, and the device pushing in the next layer of the tower. The
other most important decision was the design of the actual modular pieces of paper that will make
up our tower.
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Figure 25: Assembled projected views with overall dimensions
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Raising Platform
Rotating Platform
Shaft
Pinion Gear
Base Plate
Bearing
Threaded Rod
Keyed Washer
Motors
Rack Gear
Gear Rack
Retaining Walls

Quantity
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
2
2
2

Description
Smooth shaft and platform
16” Pitch Diameter gear with eighty 1/2 in teeth
4” ID 4.5 ” OD shaft supporting rotating platform
4” Pitch Diameter gear with twenty 1/2 in teeth
50 cm x 50 cm x 3 cm block, ASME guideline area
McMaster Carr R24 Open Ball Bearing (2 5/8” OD)
3/4” rod, 5” in length
Slotted in shaft; pushed upwards by threaded rod
1 stepper, 1 medium dc motor, and 2 small dc motor
3/4” Pitch Diameter McMaster Carr 24 Pitch 18 teeth
24 pitch 18” McMaster Rack Gear, sized down to 2 5 in pieces
Outer connection for rack gear; pushes in the boxes

Table 3: Parts used in Initial Prototype assembly

4.1.1

Design Rationale:

Our initial design rationale was slightly different from what our model looks like now. We originally planned to design a machine that could both manipulate (fold/cut) and stack paper into a
tower. However, after doing work on the folding portion of the machine, we decided to instead
focus on the stacking aspect. This has made us rethink our approach, and part of that is the
design rationale. Because we are no longer focusing on the folding mechanism, we have been able
to redesign the stacking mechanism. This redesign includes a rotating plate which will hold the
tower, a lead-screw assembly that lifts the tower in order to place a new layer underneath, as well
as retaining walls that push the new layer underneath the upper layers of the tower. This design
is more feasible than our original because of the rotating top plate, which our original designs did
not include.
Box Design
One design that did not change was the folding pattern of the boxes. We used this design because
it gave the most structural rigidity. Due to the target height of 1 m, the base of the tower must
be able to maintain balance as the height of the tower increases. Because of the restrictions on
the way we could manipulate the paper, a straight tower with a square base seemed like the most
viable option. Along with being structurally sound along the length, the box is able to hold the
target weight. Using these criteria, a box dimension of 4”x1.5”x1.75” was selected. Due to the ”top
down” building approach, we could not make the base perfectly square. The stacking mechanism
involves pushing the boxes underneath the top half of the tower, so a slight overhang allows for
easier placement of the bottom layer. To ensure that the base of the tower would be strong enough
to support the weight of the tower and the target weight, we assumed that one box could hold about
0.75 lbs based on tests conducted. To reach the target height of 1m (=39.4”) with layer height of
1.75”, at least 23 layers are needed. With two blocks per layer, 46 blocks would be needed to build
the tower. Assuming the bottom layer is not supporting its own weight, the upper 44 blocks would
weigh 0.484 lbs. With a box strength of 0.75 lbs, the bottom layer can hold 1.5 lbs. Adding the
target weight of 154g (=0.34 lbs), the total weight of the tower is 0.824 lbs. This is still well below
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the limit of the bottom layer.

Figure 28: Structural Calculations for Tower

Lead-screw vs Piston
Our initial design for out raising platform included a air cylinder piston. The thought process
behind this would allow for easy and strong movements of our tower without much power required.
Upon further contemplating of the design and research, we found that the piston might not be
the greatest idea. The reasoning being it’s stability when raising and lowering. Because it’s such
a delicate tower and the movements are small and need to be gentle, an air compressed piston
presents a problem. Because of the nature of pistons, to create enough force to get past the initial
frictions associated within the cylinders, there’s oftentimes a resulting jerky sensation [1]. And this
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is exaggerated when attempting to deal with small movements, which we are.
A better system would be to use a lead screw. The most attractive difference when compared to
our original piston, is the smooth vertical movements up the lead screw. There’s little possibility
of jerky movements and a lead screw ensures the most stability of the tower when being raised by
the raising platform attached to this component.
Retaining Walls
The retaining walls are built to help with the structure of the lower portion of the tower, as well
as to push the boxes into place. As the Raising Platform comes up, the walls slide into position to
guide the new layer into place underneath the overhang of the layer above. Once the two boxes are
in position, the piston lowers and the upper portion of the tower catches onto the boxes that will
form the new bottom layer. Once the piston is back down and in position, the retaining walls wall
gently push these boxes in to form the newest layer of the tower. To prepare for the next layer, the
tower rotates 90 degrees and then is lifted. When the process is repeated, this time the next layer
is perpendicular to the previous to make a Jenga-style structure.
Our focus when designing the retaining walls was simplicity, because of our constraints on the
mechanism. We realized that in order to not have the tower rotate on the smaller raising platform,
as this will be unstable, we must place our retaining walls on the base platform. Also, since our
base platform is rotational, we needed a design that works regardless of the state of its rotation.
This led to a decision to have two permanently stationed mechanisms on our base platform as seen
in figures 9. In order to make the fit well, we needed them to be compact and easily maneuvered.
The design of the movement also had to be simple and quick for rapid building of the tower. A very
simple but effective concept emerged: gear tracks for the retaining walls to move inward powered
by small motors.
Our initial prototype design for our retaining walls are U-shaped thin metal pieces to encase a
block that will slide underneath our tower to form the next layer. Our decision to encompass the
tower as well was two-fold. The first being that the block is restricted from moving side to side
as the device moves, removing large amounts of uncertainty about the exact location of each block
upon the tower. If this were too large, it has the potential to disrupt the integrity of the structure
of the tower. The latter reason is that we created the walls high enough to reinforce the next two
layers within the walls to ensure stability as the tower grows.
4.1.2

Performance Goals:

1. Builds a 1 meter tower in less than 10 minutes.
2. Builds a 1 meter tower that can hold at least a 154 gram weight.
3. Machine stacks 4 out of 5 boxes without maintenance, intervention, or debugging.
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4.2
4.2.1

Proofs-of-Concept
Proof-of-Concept and Initial Prototype

We had extreme changes from our original drawing, mostly due to the change in scope of our
project. Instead of doing the entire paper stacking robot, we now are focusing specifically on the
platform that will stack the paper boxes into the tower. This was done due to the volume of work
the entire project would require for us to build a robot that could fold and stack the boxes. Our
overall concept is shown below.

Figure 29: Initial prototype

4.2.2

Changes from Initial Prototype

We kept the same overall basic design from our drawing, but focused on figuring out all aspects
of the platform. One change we did make was to move the gear to turn the platform from under
it to the outside. By putting the threads on the outside of the ring gear, we made it much easier
to fit everything that we needed to underneath the platform and allow for easier sizing of the gear.
Eventually, the gear will be integrated into the platform. These changes are shown in the figure
below.
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Figure 30: Gear system to turn platform

Our prototype was a proof of concept for us because we hadn’t made any prototypes for the
platform before, instead focusing on the folding mechanism. However, we learned a lot about the
changes we wanted to make after designing that. The first was to use a threaded rod to raise the
platform instead of an air cylinder. The figure of out prototype below demonstrates how this air
cylinder would look.
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Up.jpg

Figure 31: Box platform pushed all the way up

This would allow us to have more precise control over the height and speed at which it raises. An
air cylinder will move much quicker and is more likely to upset the tower. Next, we changed our
original idea of having the center platform rotate when the boxes were up, instead opting to make
the larger outside platform move. It was once again done to eliminate any motion the tower may
go through so that we minimize the risk of knocking it over.
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4.3

Works Cited:

[1]Pneumatics, Hydraulics. \Book 2, Chapter 10: Flow Control Circuits." Hydraulics &
Pneumatics, 18 Dec. 2008,www.hydraulicspneumatics.com/hydraulic-valves/
book-2-chapter-10-flow-control-circuits#targetText=In%20the%20case%20
of%20an,to%20start%20the%20piston%20moving.
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Working Prototypes
5.1

Overview

We have provided photos of the initial prototype and final prototype. These photos were taken
after we demonstrated the devices to our customer.

5.2

Initial Prototype

Figure 32: Initial Prototype
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5.3

Final Prototype

Figure 33: Final Prototype

6

Design Refinement
6.1

FEM Stress/Deflection Analysis

The component most likely to experience large stresses or deflections is the acting gear. This
gear turns the rotating platform, which houses most of the electronics and thus overall component
weight. So, we ran a FEM static stress/deflection test on this piece. The test was run with a
curvature-based mesh and a medium mesh density. Since the piece is circular, this mesh should
fit the geometry better as standard mesh elements do not allow for round edges. Also, a blended
curvature-based mesh was not needed as the geometry is symmetric, so the interactions between
the inner mesh and the surface mesh should cancel out or be considered negligible. Next, for the
loads, a single external force with a magnitude of 25 N was applied at a 20° angle (line of action
angle for the gear). 25 N is just over 5 lb of force, which is a rough upper bound estimate for the
force it takes to rotate the platform. Since we are performing a static stress test, we added a fixed
boundary condition to the end of the shaft on the acting gear. Finally, though the part was printed
using PLA, we defined the part material as PETG because we could not locate PLA in the material
library. This should be good enough to give a close estimate. Overall, we believe we modeled the
conditions in our system well enough to believe this study is valid and that the results can be used
to refine and improve our device.
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Figure 34: Unloaded top view with boundary conditions [green] and external loads [purple] shown

Figure 35: Unloaded side view with boundary conditions and external loads shown
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Figure 36: Loaded side view with color-coded stresses

Figure 37: Loaded side view with color-coded displacements

From the analysis, the maximum stress was 2.513 MPa (σmax ). The PETG’s yield strength
was 57.3 MPa (Ys ) and was taken from the SolidWorks materials property menu. The maximum
shear-stress static failure theory was used to calculate the factor of safety because it tends to give
a conservative estimate and also because the largest stresses from the torsion will be shear stresses.
Thus, the safety factor is calculated by Eq. 1
SF =

Ys /2
σmax

(1)

Our safety factor was 11.4, so we have a reasonably safe set of conditions and loadings on our acting
gear to remain within the elastic strain limits.
If the part were to displace rotationally by more than a a millimeter, we would be worried
about the meshing between the two gears. There will also be a platform above the gear, so any
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vertical displacement more than a millimeter could cause problems as well. However, the maximum
displacement from the study was 2.00 ∗ 10−4 m. This small of a displacement should not cause a
problem, therefore the deflection is tolerable.
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6.2
6.2.1

Design for Safety
Risk #1: Pinching

Description: Our device has a few locations that present a danger of pinching fingers that could
potentially result in a serious injury. Specifically, where the lead screw raises the smaller platform
up and down, and the retaining walls movement. Because both these are motorized operations,
if not controlled properly could present a huge danger as well. This danger could occur from two
possibilities. One being a malfunction of the motors while someone is adjusting the device around
these areas. The other possibility is from someone placing their hands in the locations during the
intentional operation of the mechanism.
Severity: The severity of this potential risk however is negligible as everyone using the device
will be well-aware of this danger and also the motors aren’t strong enough to cause real damage to
a human.
Probability: As the probability someone acts irresponsibly and the chance of actual danger is
quite low, it is an unlikely risk.
Mitigating Steps: Currently, because the operator will likely be very proper, it’s a small chance
of figures inadvertently getting caught and little mitigation needs to be done. However, in the case
of using stronger motors than would potentially harm the human that’s operating the device, a
mitigation technique would be to code the motor to only move when a button is being held down,
instead of a single press that moves the mechanism the whole rotation.
6.2.2

Risk #2: Sharp Edges

Description: Our design has components that if not handled properly, could result in dangerously sharp edges. The places that hold high risk include mainly the retaining walls, the base
platform, and the raising platform.
Severity: The problem should be labeled as marginal as the damages should be minimal if the
operator is aware of these locations during actual operation. During manufacturing the device,
however, the dangers lay slightly higher because handling of these parts is much more frequent.
Probability: The probability is unlikely during actual operation of the device, especially because
mitigation tactics have already been carried out.
Mitigating Steps: To mitigate the potential risks involved with these sharp edges, we designed
these parts with curved edges and, if possible, to be 3-D printed instead of using metal, which is a
much safer material for this concern. The base platform is using acrylic and we will manually sand
and smooth the edges.
6.2.3

Risk #3: Improperly Mounted Motor

Description: The operation of the motors present a few risk, one being the importance of
securing the motors. If any of the 5 motors in the system are mounted improperly, this presents
fairly substantial risks and could become critical to the entire machine. Proper mounting most
importantly secures the alignment of the appropriate axis of rotation. If this becomes misaligned,
the motor can become strained quite easily, especially because these are small and relatively poor
quality motors.
Severity: As stated, the danger potential falls into critical because if this were to happen, it
would likely compromise plenty of mechanisms within our machine.
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Probability: The probability of this happening falls into the realm of occasional, mainly because
it’s somewhat unpredictable about whether this can happen to our device within our new prototype.
Mitigating Steps: To mitigate the risk, we must design our mounting and securing of the motors
as professionally as possible. In addition, all connecting parts within each mechanism is drafted
to fit very smoothly, minimizing the likelihood of other parts causing the mounts to be strained or
possibly detached.
6.2.4

Risk #4: Excessive Motor Torque

Description:Another risk involved with the motor, which falls into a similar situation as the
last, is an applied torque that is too high. This can occur when the system isn’t designed properly
and the motor is over-stressed. An over-stressed motor can cause the motor to malfunction and
potentially break, but can also lead the part being moved rotating in an unforeseen matter and
potentially dislodging a different part or itself. What could also prove to be problematic to the
motors is from poorly manufactured parts that aren’t entirely stable and then consequently induce
high stresses upon the motor. This could be the result of poorly mounted motors as well.
Severity: The danger of this occurring is marginal as our system simply does not need high
power motors, leading to a conclusion that these rods are not in a position to become overstressed
in its designed state at any point.
Probability: All motorized mechanisms in out system require little torque and so this is realistically a quite low probability and are unlikely cause errors. However, because there are 5 motors
within our system, it’s more reasonable to place this risk under the seldom category because of the
higher volume of possibility.
Mitigating Steps: Mitigation includes designing professionally fitting parts for the motor to
operate and also mounts that provide fine securing of the motors.
6.2.5

Risk #5: Threaded Rod Issues

Description:A risk specific to our device is the during usage of the threaded rod. Our machine
uses a lead screw to raise a a secondary inner platform while not rotating this platform or the base
platform. The way this works is that there is a threaded hole within a circular tube that holds up
the main platform rotates within this as it’s being raised up and down. This may prove problematic
if the material wears and doesn’t properly rotate within the part. A potential critical condition
arises if the lead screw then somehow becomes stuck within this hole, causing this 3-D printed piece
to want to rotate as well, which can provide an unprecedented amount of torque on the motor. In
this worst case scenario, this may cause failure of the motor and the system entirely.
Severity: The risk potentially could become critical in the state that this does actually occur
and the motor attempts to rotate a stationary part and causing an excessive torque for the motor
as well.
Probability: Upon initial testing after receiving both parts, we believe this to be an unlikely
issue as the rod was moving very smoothly within the part. However, because of the frequency at
which the rod will operate within our prototype, we re-categorized this as seldom.
Mitigating Steps: In the case that this does arise as an issue, we can manufacture a small
threaded metal hole that can be inserted in an adjusted 3-D printed part to ensure the material
will be able to withstand the rod.
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Figure 38: Heat Map of the Safety Risks

From the heat map, it’s clear that the mounting of the motor presents the highest potential risk
improper mounting presents us with the highest risk factor. To ensure this doesn’t occur as an
issue during operations, we must focus higher concentrations on the mounts of our motors. Both
excessive motor torques and the threaded rod issues provide the second most hazardous risks of our
design concept. Our machine uses 5 motors which then prioritizes this risk. The threaded rod poses
an equally likely and dangerous condition because of it’s frequent movement within our system and
the 3-D material which doesn’t present the strongest properties against this movement. The second
least problematic risk are the sharp edges that could’ve been present on our parts, but because we
took this into account before manufacturing, these parts should pose no dangers to those operating
our machine. Lasting, pinching of the operator’s fingers are both negligible and unlikely. They’re
negligible because the power of our motors are quite weak and in the potential case of pinching, it
shouldn’t cause much harm. And because our operators are professional and aware of the potential
hazard, the possibility of this happening is very unlikely.
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6.3

Design for Manufacturing

To make the design easier to draft, we removed the motor connects on the back, which would
instead be 3D-printed and attached on later. Also, to remove as much of the yellow area as possible,
we angled the walls inward by 3° and changed the drafting angle to direct more towards the corner
of the part. This piece could be made even easier to draft by removing the jutting piece at the
bottom of the part. Figure 39 below shows the before and after images of this process.

Figure 39: Before and after images of retaining wall part using SolidWorks’ ”Draft Analysis”

The DFMXpress tool validates the manufacturability of SolidWorks parts. The raising platform
piece passed one of the two manufacturing process tests: the Mill/Drill Only. Each DFMXpress
process has its own set of rules it must check in order to pass or fail a part. For the Injection
Molding test there are just two rules: avoid very thick walls and a minimum thickness of 2 mm.
This test was failed by our part as the wall thickness was recommended to be 0.12 inches or smaller.
For the Mill/Drill Only test, there are a lot more rules. The drill rules focus more on holes, such as:
holes should be made with low depth-to-diameter ratios, the bottoms of holes should not be flat but
should be coned like the end of a drill, and the entry angle of the hole should be perpendicular to
the face of the hole. The mill rules include: avoid deep and narrow slots, avoid inaccessible features,
use chamfers on the outside edegs, and no sharp internal corners. We were sucessful in running this
manufacturing process test. Screen captures for the two tests are given in Fig. 40 and 41.
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Figure 40: Screen capture of failed Injection Molding DFMXpress test

Figure 41: Screen capture of successful Mill/Drill Only DFMXpress test
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6.4

Design for Usability

Some functions of this device may cause difficulty for people with certain impairments. This section acknowledges certain issues with the current prototype and aims to introduce possible solutions
in which the design could be improved to make the machine more accessible.
Visual Impairments: Those who are visually impaired may find some difficulty in using this
device. Because of the workflow of the machine, it requires the user to be able to visually identify
when component are in place and the next step can be executed. There is no sonic feedback in the
device because we expect the user to have adequate vision to operate the device. Those who are
colorblind should be able to operate the device with no impediments as there are no significance in
the colors of the machine or buttons. If the design were automated, visually impaired individuals
would have far less troubles in operation of the device.
Hearing Impairments: Hearing impairments do not have any significant effect on the ability
of the user to operate the machine. There are no sounds designed to be emitted from the machine,
so there is no necessity to operate the machine. However, in terms of being able to troubleshoot
the machine without taking it apart may pose some issues to the user. We could make the entire
outer casing clear acrylic to provide easy visual access to the inner workings of the machine.
Arthritis: Those with arthritis may have difficulty using this device as it requires dexterity in
the fingers for prolonged periods. In order to keep the rotating platform and lead-screw in alignment, the user must be able to use a controller and make subtle hand movements as to get the
parts into the correct position. Along with automating the process, the control system could be redesigned so that it does not require the user to continue to hold the controls down while controlling
the rotating platform.
Control: As is the case with arthritis, being able to manipulate a controller to position the components of the machine may cause some difficulty for some that are not able to focus. This also
means that the user must be operating the machine at all times in order to successfully execute
the stacking sequence. So in order to load the paper, it would be advisable to have more than one
person operating the machine throughout the stacking sequence.

7

Discussion
7.1

Project Development and Evolution

Does the final project result align with its initial project description?
– Yes, our final design lines up well with the initial project description. However, we did change
the scope to only include the paper stacker instead of a device that also prepares/folds the
paper for stacking. Our design still fits with all the criteria that it was required to pass, such
as preventing the use of anything but paper and keeping it within a specific size. It was also
going to be automated, another key feature in the project.
Was the project more or less difficult than expected?
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– This project was significantly harder than we expected, however this is partially due to our own
over-ambition. We are very glad the scope was reduced to just the stacker, as the challenges
present with combining the two would’ve proved extremely difficult. Our biggest issue was
with the wiring, as we assumed that we could develop the system with relative ease. Instead,
we ran into many issues with blown components and small coding issues that prevent our
project from working at all. The motors we worked with did not have sufficient power, which
created further issues.
On which part(s) of the design process should your group have spent more time? Which parts
required less time?
– We should’ve spent more time looking into which parts we could actually print. Several in
our initial design required significantly more material or were beyond the height requirements
of the printers. We ended up having to substitute in new pieces such as the PVC pipe shell.
This cascaded into more issues with our design, such as having to make the rotating platform
hollow since the pipe lacked the necessary diameter. These oversights could’ve been easily
solved at the beginning, but instead took significant time in the most crucial stage. As for the
ones that required less time, the main culprit was the folding mechanism. We spent the first
third of the studios focused on that, which could’ve been used to further our stacker design
instead.
Was there a component of the prototype that was significantly easier or harder to make/assemble
than expected?
– All the electrical parts required a much larger time investment than we gave them. In retrospect, bringing in an electrical engineer may have been a necessary step due to the difficulty
of wiring up all 5 motors. However, if we had focused on the electronics earlier, I am sure that
we could’ve at least gotten all the stepper motors and servos running, as we could’ve replaced
many of the components that blew or were too weak. Many of our pieces could not handle
the voltage and amperage demands required to provide enough torque to turn the platform
and lead screw.
In hindsight, was there another design concept that might have been more successful than the chosen
concept?
– I do not believe so. Although our design was very complicated, it was still very efficient and
would have great strength. The complications came in the building and wiring section of
the process, but the design concept works without moving the tower. Our other designs all
required more movement of the built tower, which we found would have been even more of an
issue than we originally assumed. Our biggest obstacle to success was design oversights, not
that it was inherently flawed.

7.2

Design Resources

How did your group decide which codes and standards were most relevant? Did they influence your
design concepts?
– The codes and standards that we found had to do with battery sizing and the amount of
current running through the circuit. Because we knew our design probably would house a lot
of electric wires, we needed to make sure the the electrical energy running in the circuit is
getting to the correct places. Looking back, we could have done a better job at wiring the
circuit, as we had multiple issues in the electronic of the system.
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Was your group missing any critical information when it generated and evaluated concepts?
– We could have used a little more clarity on the design constraints. The ASME rules are a bit
vague and we had some confusion on how to interpret them. Additionally, it would have been
nice to have made the decision to switch to just the stacker earlier in our design. This way
we could get focus on that part earlier.
Were there additional engineering analyses that could have helped guide your design?
– Yes, we should have looked into the necessary power an torque needed to turn each of the
systems. The platform was quite heavy and we underestimated the required torque to move it.
We also should’ve looked into the force needed to overcome the friction on the walls, as they
were more difficult to move than we assumed. Otherwise, we had no issues with deformation
of stresses.
If you were able to redo the course, what would you have done differently the second time around?
– We certainly would have designed a bit more of it earlier in the process. This would have
helped to solve several issues that we encountered during the build process. We also would
have decided on the reduced scope at the beginning of the project. Additionally, we would
have looked into other projects, such as ARLISS or the violin prosthetic. The projects seemed
quite interesting and we would have enjoyed the challenges presented.
Given more time and money, what upgrades could be made to the working prototype?
– The extra money would’ve been put into the electronics. We needed motors that could provide
more torque and boards that could provide the necessary amperage and voltage to power all
the motors. We ended up blowing out an arduino because of the high power demands we
placed on it. We also would’ve purchased a linear actuator, as this certainly would’ve been
smoother and easier to build than the lead screw. The lead screw was nearly impossible to
keep straight and get rid of all the slop in the system.

7.3

Team Organization

Were team members’ skills complementary? Are there additional skills that would have benefited
this project?
– Our skills complimented each other well. Mitch was great with the reports, Alec C was good
at generating ideas and concepts, Zach had coding and electrical experience and Alex R was
great with fabrication and building. Even with them complimenting, however, another person
with electrical and coding experience would’ve been extremely helpful. Zach had to do nearly
all of this as the rest of us didn’t have prior knowledge. The inability to finish this aspect
hurt our project and was what ultimately caused ours to fail.
Does this design experience inspire your group to attempt other design projects? If so, what type of
projects?
– Yes, all of us agree that even with our struggles in building the concept that the project was
enjoyable to do and a good experience to have. Several members have expressed excitement
about the work they will do in their future jobs. It was also valuable, as we learned quite a
lot.
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